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Roads are “inherently social” in nature [9]. Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) will share the road with many other users (pedestrians, cyclists, emergency vehicles, construction crews, human-operated cars, etc.). There is, therefore, an argument for modelling social aspects when developing technology [1][2] - going beyond technology and logistics, which tend to be the focus of safety analyses [3]. Inevitably, an AV’s actions will have effects on what human-operated vehicles will do, as discussed in [4], for example.

There is a range of concerns that involve the relationship between people and AVs. At one end of the spectrum, there are basic user interface matters. These include colours of alarm lights or shapes of icons, most of which are not unique to AVs, and are well covered by standards and reference books. But human concerns extend to things such as:

- The roles of humans and computers - possible mismatches between expectations built into the AVs and real human behaviours, and vice versa
- Degrees of trust and dependence and their match/mismatch to trustworthiness/dependability
- People’s ability to complement the automation and vice versa (e.g. dynamic transitions between automatic and manual modes)

The industry is aware of such issues, but evidence suggests that design approaches may not always fully accommodate them. Analyses of recent road accidents involving AVs [5] strongly suggest that failures that are typically attributed to human error may actually have their root in wrong design assumptions. In [5] the authors appeal for consideration of “human factors such as trust, complacency, and awareness” in the design of AVs. Human factors research on unintended detrimental effects of automated systems on computer-supported human performance has been conducted in a variety of domains [6], including AVs [7].

The human/social components

The list of human components when studying AVs is quite extensive. One obvious human component is the individual driver/passenger inside an AV, who can be examined in at least two roles:

- As someone who interacts with the AV in which they ride – the focus is on how well the human and the automated component cooperate, hand over control to each other (or wrestle control from the other), etc
- As someone who may or may not accept the automation – the focus is on whether they will buy an AV or activate the AV functions rather than always driving manually

It is important to also consider other human road users. Consideration must be given to whether they behave in ways the AV can live with, and/or predict reasonably well. In turn,
the behaviour of AVs must be made comprehensible so that the humans will behave sensibly around them. Consideration must also include potential anti-social behaviour by these road users.

**Building AVs’ models of the human and social components**

When designing automated systems that are going to interact with human agents, it is necessary to understand and model the human behaviour, as the automated component will be expected to anticipate, support and appropriately respond to the people it interacts with.

Arguably, one the biggest challenges in the design of AVs is to accurately (and usefully) model the social context in which they will be deployed [9], with its complexity, heterogeneity and unpredictability (“weird stuff happens every day” [10]). This applies to both the behaviour of the individual driver in an AV [11] (see discussion of the individual driver/passenger below) and the interactions between AVs and pedestrians and other road users [12] (see discussion of other road users below).

Similarly, if the correct functioning or safety of the AV-human system requires a particular type of behaviour from a human operator in particular circumstances, it is crucial to determine whether the person will be able to exhibit the expected behaviour. For example, the Tesla autopilot requires that the human driver remains vigilant, monitoring the road and the automated displays, while the automated system is doing most of the driving. Is this an ability that can be reasonably expected from the average human driver? Does empirical research about human performance support this design assumption? This is relevant to adaptation (see the discussion of human adaptation to AVs below).

**The individual driver/passenger**

A lot of research has focused on the individual human driver in partly-automated vehicles (SAE Levels 1-3 [13]). Empirical studies of a human driver’s behaviour during automated driving have been conducted for some time now [14][15][16]. One goal is to anticipate the effects of vehicle automation on the driver with a view to improved design strategies. This challenge can be viewed as replicating in AV design what psychologists term a “theory of mind” [17][18], that is, humans’ ability to extrapolate from their own internal mental states to estimate how others might react. Humans are good at anticipating other people’s intentions and reactions and, as a result, they can predict the likelihood of certain actions from other people based on (sometimes subtle) behavioural patterns.

Challenges regarding the modelling of the individual human driver include:

- Individual differences (e.g. different driving styles, personalities, cognitive strategies, attitudes to risk taking [19], etc.) [20]
- Cultural differences (e.g. driving styles and attitudes vary from country to country, even within the same country)
- The likelihood that AV models of driver behaviour will get outdated as the human agents get accustomed – and successively adapt – to automated capabilities [21]
Other road users

Modelling the social context goes beyond the individual riding the AV. It should also consider the heterogeneous road users, including human-driven cars and those known as “vulnerable road users” (VRUs) such as pedestrians and cyclists, and even animals. Particularly challenging is the prediction of intent by road users, which some identify as “the big problem with self-driving cars” [22] (e.g. how can an AV read a pedestrian’s body language or predict whether a parked car will suddenly move into the lane). It is an issue that has not yet received as much attention as other socio-technical aspects of AVs. Recent research in the area includes heuristic models of pedestrian intention estimation to assist AV decisions when approaching pedestrians (e.g. designing an AV to predict whether an approaching pedestrian will cross the road or yield to the vehicle) [23].

Human take-over

Much research has been devoted to human take-over from automated features and the factors that influence human behaviours in those situations [24]. This has been studied predominantly in the context of “highly automated” or “conditional automated” driving (typically, level 3 in SAE’s taxonomy [25]), where the automated system performs all or most of the driving without human supervision but will still require human intervention (take-over) in situations that cannot be handled by the automated system (e.g. reaching a system boundary due to sensor limitations, ambiguous environment observations, a sudden lead car braking, an obstacle suddenly appearing on the road). In those cases, the driver must be able to take over control within a reasonable amount of transition time. Human take-over may occur in response to an automated “take-over request” (TOR) or be self-initiated by the driver without automated prompting.

Aspects of human take-over in “highly automated driving” that have been in the literature include:

- The design of automated TORs (e.g. whether these should be auditory or visual) to promote human compliance and safety [26]
- “Time budget” (the time between the onset of an event and an impending crash) and human reaction time to TORs; the literature suggests that a safety buffer of 8-10 seconds is sufficient for a driver to take over the driving task comfortably [27]
- The impact on the safety of “non-driving related tasks” (or secondary tasks) that a human driver may be performing just before take-over (e.g. playing games, watching films, reading, texting, etc.) [28][29][30][31]
- Trust of automation, which seems to increase with drivers’ experience of highly automated driving [32]
- Drivers’ age, which affects drivers’ trust of automation (e.g. older drivers rate vehicle automation more positively than younger ones) [32] and the way they respond to hazards and take over requests, although both older and younger drivers can solve critical traffic events and both adapt to the experience of take-over situations in the same way [33]

For a recent (at the time of writing) review of empirical and modelling research on take-overs in highly automated driving see [34].
Take-over can also be considered in higher levels of automation, for example, SAE’s Level 4, where human drivers are not required for the AV’s safe driving but may assume control after exiting the ODD. Recent research looks, for example, at human take-over after sleeping [35].

The challenge of incorporating what human factors research has found out about human drivers’ behaviours and cognition into the design of intelligent software in AVs is not trivial. But there exists a body of evidence of how drivers perform and existing models of human driving (e.g. braking and steering) in manual conditions which are applicable to modelling how humans respond to TORs [35]. Such models and analyses are being used to develop assistance systems to predict driver’s take-over behaviour (e.g. sideswipe manoeuvres) when the AV is handling the driving task and so automatically provide more useful take-over suggestions to the human driver [36].

**Humans’ perceptions and mental models of the AV**

Another important issue is to ensure that there is proper coordination and communication between the automated driving components and the human participants.

There are at least two considerations:

- **Clear communication to the human driver** of the level of automation (or mode of operation) that an AV is working at in order to avoid mode confusion (e.g. cases where truck drivers used Level 2 autopilot features as though they were driving in a Level 3 mode, leading to lapses of attention [37]). Quoting [38], “an AV up to SAE Level 4 should inform its driver about the AV’s capabilities and operational status, and ensure safety while changing between automated and manual modes”. The key is to provide the right amount and kind of information about the AV’s actions to the human driver (not too much or not too little) [39].

- **Clear communication to road users** of the “intentions” of the (fully) AV, via, for example, external Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) [41]. This area is receiving increasing attention from the community lately [41][42][43][44]. Solutions proposed include LED signs mounted on the outside of the vehicle announcing status such as "going now, don't cross" vs. "waiting for you to cross", as well as on-car projections to attached screens.

**Human adaptation to AVs**

Inevitably, the introduction of AVs will change people’s behavioural patterns, whether it is the behaviours of the human driver of an AV [46], or of human drivers of non (or less) automated cars on the same road, or of VRUs.

People will adapt to AVs and anticipating the consequences of such adaptation is a challenge. Furthermore, many adaptation issues will evolve gradually if AVs are slowly introduced and developed, hence we will need methods for monitoring how the AVs evolve and how human adaptation follows.

Below are three examples of studied human (mal)adaptation to AVs:
Risk compensation – a common consequence of the adoption of safety technologies is that it can lead to aggressive or reckless behaviours that would not take place without the safety features [47][48][49].

Abuse of the conservative, cautious, behaviours of AVs, in particular by other road users. For example, a poll by LSE and Goodyear, together with City University, London, and other European universities, found that human drivers of non-automated vehicles on the road will “bully” AVs, which they perceive as prudent and abiding by the rules, so susceptible of being taken advantage of on the road [50].

Over-trust of the AV’s capabilities, leading to overreliance (see discussion of automation bias below).

There are other adaptation risks, which do not have much attention in the literature, for example:

- Situations where drivers shift between vehicles that are not standardised in their capabilities. For example, nowadays when someone rents a car, it may have: cruise control with automatic braking to keep a safe distance from the vehicle ahead; warning for obstacles when reversing etc. Suppose that someone owning a car with extensive assistive/autonomous features rents or borrows a different car or buys a new model. Recognising exactly what features are present in the latter may not be straightforward, but even after understanding the differences, a driver may still fall back into behaviours and practices learned on the habitual or previous car, in which they may, inappropriately, automatically delegate some tasks to the automation.

- Restricted environments where most of the vehicles are fully automated vehicles (SAE Level 4; e.g. trucks in a military environment) and staff have had the opportunity to adapt their mode of operation. It is likely that when vehicles with human drivers are incorporated into the restricted environment, theirs then become the unexpected (less predictable) way of driving, to which staff will need to re-adapt.

Below, we briefly discuss a special scenario of human adaptation to AVs: the case of safety drivers in road testing [51].

**A special case scenario: the safety driver**

Adaptation can also affect the role of the safety assessment in road testing [52][51]. In so far as the safety driver is the last layer of defence against possible errors of the AV (including its built-in safety layers), the concern with adaptation is that the safety drivers may become progressively less effective in this role, for at least two reasons:

1. If the AVs are acceptably safe, the drivers risk becoming accustomed to their intervention being very seldom needed. This can impair their ability to:
   - maintain proper vigilance – humans are poorly equipped for continuous monitoring tasks
   - recognise events that require intervention – humans, consciously or not, recognise that these events are rare and so indications of hazardous situations may well be false alarms
   - properly intervene when needed – due to losing situation awareness

2. If safety drivers’ interventions are used to detect unforeseen hazardous behaviour situations these can be corrected in the AV. Because the hazardous behaviours that they detect more easily will have been reported and corrected, the AVs' hazardous
behaviours over time will tend to be those that are less feasible for the safety drivers to detect and deal with

**Automation bias**

“Automation bias” is a well-documented phenomenon, which refers to situations where human operators perform worse when using technology that is designed to support them in a particular task than when they perform the same task unsupported by the technology. Automation bias was originally studied in monitoring tasks in aviation [53] but has now been documented in many other automated domains, including AVs [54][55]. An example of automation bias on the road would be a driver who misses an obstacle in front of the vehicle because the automated system fails to alert the human to the presence of the obstacle. Had the driver been using a non-automated car, they would not have missed it. In [54], the authors describe accidents involving AVs as “uncanny” accidents that “any reasonably attentive, sober driver would easily avoid”.

These unintended and undesirable situations are commonly explained as the result of the human becoming less vigilant because of complacency which may be induced by over-trust in the automated system leading to over-reliance [39]. Maladaptation is also attributed to people’s failure to properly follow the automated system’s instructions [31]. In a case study which looked at automation bias in health informatics [2] it was found that operators would still be prone to automation-induced errors even if they remained vigilant, appropriately followed the instructions of use, and reported that they did not trust the technology.

An important issue to consider is the level of engagement of human operators with the driving task in AVs [50]. Driving automation, as is currently implemented, isolates drivers from functional experience – it may even take away from them some of the pleasures people often associate with driving. Given the black box nature of many existing self-driving features, drivers may not have a clear understanding of the automated capabilities. As a result, they will end up creating a mental model of said capabilities, generalising after a few interactions, and perhaps infer that the automated system can do more than it actually can. This mismatch, combined with reduced engagement with the driving experience, may lead to reduced vigilance and reduced situation awareness, sometimes wrongly expecting that the automated system will be able to handle hazards for which it has not been designed.
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